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Most experimental protocols for measuring scrambling require time evolution with a Hamiltonian
and with the Hamiltonian’s negative counterpart (backwards time evolution). Engineering controllable quantum many-body systems for which such forward and backward evolution is possible
is a significant experimental challenge. Furthermore, if the system of interest is quantum-chaotic,
one might worry that any small errors in the time reversal will be rapidly amplified, obscuring
the physics of scrambling. This paper undermines this expectation: We exhibit a renormalization
protocol that extracts nearly ideal out-of-time-ordered-correlator measurements from imperfect experimental measurements. We analytically and numerically demonstrate the protocol’s effectiveness,
up to the scrambling time, in a wide variety of models and for sizable imperfections. The scheme
extends to errors from decoherence by an environment.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Quantum information scrambles when it spreads over
all the degrees of freedom of a quantum many-body system, becoming inaccessible to few-body probes [1–3]. In
a recent spate of theoretical activity, scrambling has been
related to early-time signatures of quantum chaos [4–7],
to the scattering of high-energy quanta near a black-hole
horizon [8, 9], to bounds on the propagation of quantum
information [10], to quasiprobabilities (nonclassical generalizations of probabilities) [11, 12], to thermodynamic
fluctuation relations [11, 13, 14], to Schwinger-Keldysh
path integrals [15–18], to quantum channels [19], to unitary k-designs [20–22], and to much else. On the experimental side, many proposals for observing scrambling
now exist [11–13, 23–28], and at least four early experiments have been performed [29–32].
Central to these developments is a physical quantity
called the out-of-time-ordered correlator (OTOC). Consider a quantum many-body system governed by a Hamiltonian H that generates the time-evolution unitary U .
Let ρ denote a state of the system, e.g., a thermal state.
Let W and V denote Hermitian or unitary operators
defined on the system’s Hilbert space. W evolves as
Wt := U † W U in the Heisenberg picture. The OTOC
is defined as
Ft := hWt† V † Wt V i ≡ Tr(Wt† V † Wt V ρ) .

(1)

The operators’ ordering lends the OTOC its name.
We can grasp one significance of Ft by assuming that
ρ = |ψihψ| is pure, V is unitary, and W is Hermitian.
Consider two protocols that differ just via an order of
operations: (i) Prepare |ψi, perturb the system with V ,
evolve the system forward in time with U , measure W ,
and evolve the system backward with U † . This protocol
prepares Wt V |ψi =: |ψ 0 i. (ii) Prepare |ψi, evolve the system forward, measure W , evolve the system backward,
and measure V . This protocol prepares V Wt |ψi =: |ψ 00 i.

The discrepancy between the protocols imprints on the
overlap |hψ 00 |ψ 0 i| = |Ft |.
As this forward-and-backward explanation suggests,
OTOCs resemble the well-known Loschmidt echo in spirit
(see [33, 34] for a review). Like observations of the echo,
most OTOC-measurement proposals require the experimenter to effectively reverse the flow of time. Unfortunately, effective time reversal is typically experimentally challenging. No general method for circumventing this difficulty is known. OTOC-measurement protocols that do not require time reversal suffer from other
limitations that likely preclude the study of large systems [24]. Nevertheless, progress in the control of atoms,
molecules, ions, and photons has brought experimental measurements of OTOCs and scrambling seemingly
within reach [29–32].
One may wonder if the difficulty of precisely reversing
time’s flow is more than technical. Perhaps, for sufficiently large, complex, chaotic quantum many-body systems, small imperfections in the time-reversal procedure
will always be amplified and obscure the physics of interest. We believe that a fault-tolerant quantum computer
could implement the time reversal with satisfactory accuracy. But do we need such a resource?
We argue that these concerns, while reasonable, are
not borne out in practice. We show how a simple renormalization procedure can be used to extract OTOCs’
early-time dynamics. The renormalization requires only
experimentally measurable quantities. The dynamics of
chaotic quantum many-body systems can be recovered.
We offer theoretical arguments, and numerical and
analytical evidence, for the following claim: The ideal
OTOC’s essential physics can, up to the scrambling time,
be extracted from imperfect measurements in which the
forward and backward time evolutions differ by 10% or
more from their ideal forms. This resilience is quite universal: The system can exhibit strong chaos or integrability. The interactions can be local or nonlocal. Our result
holds even in the one-shot setting, where imperfections
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vary from experimental run to experimental run.
Our physical picture of this resilience phenomenon is
that the imperfect OTOC contains two pieces of physics.
One piece consists of the growth of operators, and the
spreading of information, characteristic of scrambling.
One piece consists of the decay of fidelity due to mismatched forward and backward time evolutions (similar
to the traditional Loschmidt echo). We claim that these
two pieces of physics can be effectively separated, and
that the second piece can be cleaned off from the first,
until the scrambling time, through the use of only experimentally measurable data.
We focus on two scrambling protocols, the interferometric protocol [23] and the weak-measurement protocol [11, 12]. But we expect our results to extend to other
OTOC measurement schemes. The paper is structured as
follows: Section II concerns the interferometric scheme.
Section III concerns the weak measurement scheme. Section IV concerns environmental decoherence (for both
schemes). Section V generalizes our results to a variety of Hamiltonians. Section VI concludes with future
directions and open questions.

II.

EXAMPLE #1: INTERFEROMETER

The interferometric scheme for measuring the OTOC
was introduced in [23]. The set-up and protocol are reviewed in Sec. II A. The protocol can suffer from Hamiltonian errors detailed in Sec. II B. The renormalization scheme mitigates those errors. We motivate the
renormalization mathematically in Sec. II C. Section II D
supports the scheme with numerical simulations of the
power-law quantum Ising model.

OTOC has the form Ft = hψ|Wt† V † Wt V |ψi.
(A)
experiment time

(B)
experiment time

FIG. 1: Interferometric protocol for measuring the
out-of-time-ordered correlator (OTOC): Panel (A)
shows the ideal interferometer for measuring the OTOC in
which the forward (U ) and backward (U † ) evolutions are
ideal: U = e−iHt , and U † = eiHt . Panel (B) shows the
perturbed interferometer. The forward evolution is
U1 = e−iH1 t , and the backward evolution is U2† = eiH2 t .

Figure 1 illustrates the interferometric protocol. A
control qubit C is prepared in the +1 eigenstate |+iC =
√1 (|0iC + |1iC ) of σ x . The joint system SC begins in the
2
state |Ψi := |ψiS |+iC .
The |0i and |1i terms in |+iC define the interferometer’s branches. Along the |0i branch, Wt and then V
transforms the system-of-interest state: The state evolves
forward in time under U , undergoes W , evolves backward
in time under U † , and then undergoes V . The reverse
transformation occurs along the |1i branch: The systemof-interest state undergoes V , then Wt . SC ends in the
state
1
|Ψ0 i := √ [V Wt |ψi ⊗ |0i + Wt V |ψi ⊗ |1i] .
2

A.

Set-up and protocol for the interferometer

Let S denote the system of interest. We illustrate with
a chain of n qubits (spin- 21 degrees of freedom). Let σjα
denote the α = x, y, z component of the j th site’s spin.
S corresponds to a Hilbert space H. The +1 and −1
eigenstates of σ z are denoted by |0i and |1i.
A Hamiltonian H determines the system’s natural dynamics. H generates the time-evolution operator U :=
e−iHt .
Let W and V denote local unitaries. Unitaries that
nontrivially transform only faraway subsystems reflect
scrambling. For example, W can manifest as the first
qubit’s Pauli-z operator: W = σ1z ⊗ 1⊗(n−1) . V can
manifest as the final qubit’s Pauli-x operator: V =
1⊗(n−1) ⊗ σnx . In the Heisenberg Picture, W evolves as
Wt := U † W U .
For simplicity, we focus on pure states |ψi ∈ H. The
interferometric scheme, however, generalizes to arbitrary
ρ ∈ D(H), the set of density operators (trace-one linear positive-semidefinite operators) defined on H. The

(2)

The σ x of C is then measured.
This protocol is repeated in many trials. From the
measurement statistics, the expectation value hXC i :=
hΨ0 |σCx |Ψ0 i is inferred. Direct calculation shows that
hXC i = <(Ft ) .
B.

(3)

Imperfect Hamiltonian evolution in the
interferometric scheme

The forward and/or reverse evolution might be implemented imperfectly. Some unitary U1 = e−iH1 t might
be implemented instead of U , and U2† = eiH2 t might be
implemented instead of U † . The Hamiltonians H1 and
H2 may differ slightly from the ideal H. As a result, H2
might not equal −H1 . The reverse evolution would not
“undo” the forward evolution: U2† U1 6= 1.
Multiple sources can corrupt the evolution. We might
model an attempt to negate the Hamiltonian with the
turning of experimental knobs. A knob may be turned
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slightly past the desired point. Hence imperfect control
mars analog tuning. Zhu et al. mitigate this error with
a “quantum clock” in [25]. Their Hamiltonian’s sign depends on the state of a control qubit C 0 . If C 0 occupies the
state |1i, S evolves under U . If C 0 occupies |0i, S evolves
under U † . A magnitude-π rotation flips C 0 . The renormalization scheme mitigates the error independently.
Renormalization mitigates also errors that threaten
both the analog and quantum-clock protocols. Each spin
may experience a small, random external magnetic field.
Additionally, the coupling strengths may vary randomly.

Consider setting W to 1, then repeating the interferometry protocol. This deformed protocol should require
less control than the ordinary protocol. One would infer
D
E
Ftint (1, V ) = (U1† U )Vint † (U † U1 )V .
(11)
This expectation value is of the undesirable factors, rearranged, in Eq. (10). Hence dividing (10) by (11) might
be expected to approximate the OTOC:
Ft ≈

C. Mathematical motivation for the
renormalization of interferometer data

Suppose that SC evolves imperfectly. The joint system
ends not in the state |Ψ0 i [Eq. (2)], but in
1
|Ψ012 i = √ (V U2† W U1 |ψi ⊗ |0i + U2† W U1 V |ψi ⊗ |1i) .
2
(4)

Ftint (W, V )
.
Ftint (1, V )

(12)

Equation (12) is a conjecture. This section has motivated the conjecture analytically. Numerical support
appears in Sec. II D. Appendix A motivates (12) alternatively with an infinite-temperature limit.
Another motivating limit consists of the trivial OTOC.
Consider setting W = V = 1. Every function in Eq. (12)
reduces to one. The left-hand side equals the right-hand
side in this simple case.

By measuring the control’s σ x , one can reconstruct
hXC i = <(Ftint (V, W )) ,

D.

wherein
D
E
Ftint (V, W ) := U1† W † U2 V † U2† W U1 V

(6)

approximates Ft . The superscript “int” signals that
Ftint (V, W ) is inferred from the interferometric protocol.
Consider “shielding” each W from its imperfectunitary neighbors by inserting identities 1 = U U † :
Ftint (V, W ) = hU1† (U U † )W † (U U † )U2 V †
× U2† (U U † )W (U U † )U1 V i .

(7)

Regrouping the unitaries, and recalling that Wt =
U † W U , yields
Ftint (V, W ) = h(U1† U )Wt† (U † U2 )V † (U2† U )
× Wt (U † U1 )V i .

(8)

Let us define a “perturbed V ” through
Vint † := (U † U2 )V † (U2† U ) .

(9)

We insert a resolution V † V , formed from unperturbed
unitaries, beside the perturbed Vint † in Eq. (8):
Ftint (V, W ) = h(U1† U )Wt† V † (V Vint † )
× Wt (U † U1 )V i .

Numerical simulations of the interferometer

(5)

(10)

Suppose that we could eliminate the (U1† U ), (V Vint † ),
and (U † U1 ). Ftint (V, W ) would reduce to Ft . We will
“divide out” the undesirable factors, loosely speaking.

We consider a model of n qubits with power-law decaying Ising interactions in a one-dimensional chain with
open boundary conditions—the power-law quantum Ising
model (PQIM). The model’s Hamiltonian is
HP = −

`0 n−`
X
X
X
X J
z
σrz σr+`
−
hx σrx −
hzr σrz , (13)
ζ
`
r
r
r=1
`=1

wherein J sets the interaction-energy scale, ζ and `0 control the interaction range, hx denotes the transverse field,
and hzr denotes a position-dependent longitudinal field.
Most of the numerical data shown below correspond
to n = 14, J = 1, ζ = 6, `0 = 5, hx = 1.05, and
hzr = .375(−1)r . The OTOC operators are chosen to
be V = σ1x and W = σnx . The renormalization scheme’s
power does not depend on these parameter choices. But
this combination is illustrative, causing OTOCs to grow
approximately exponentially at early times. Simple exponential growth has proven rare in many researchers’
numerical studies of small, local spin chains.
One might expect the PQIM to be realizable with
immediate- and near-term quantum many-body platforms. Possible examples include the Rydberg-atom ensemble in [35]. A similar Hamiltonian has been considered independently in [36].
The system’s initial state is taken to be either the all(+y) state or a state drawn randomly from the Hilbert
space. The +y state is a simple product state in the energy spectrum’s center. The random state mimics the
maximally mixed state’s physics. Mixed states are inconvenient to study with the sparse-matrix techniques
employed in these numerics. Hence random pure states
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serve as proxies. Similar results can be obtained from
other initial states, including states away from the energy spectrum’s center.
The imperfect interferometric scheme is defined as follows. Starting from HP , we define two new Hamiltonians,
the forward Hamiltonian H1 and the backward Hamiltonian H2 . These are related to HP by the addition of random time-independent perturbations, including nearestneighbor σ z σ z couplings and onsite σ z and σ x fields, all
of strength ε:
H1 − HP =
ε

n−1
X

n
X

(1) z z
ηzz,r
σr σr+1 + ε

r=1

(1) x
ηx,r
σr + ε

r=1

n
X

(1) z
ηz,r
σr , (14)

r=1

and
H2 − HP =
ε

n−1
X

(2) z z
ηzz,r
σr σr+1 + ε

r=1

n
X
r=1

(i)

(i)

(2) x
ηx,r
σr + ε

n
X

(2) z
ηz,r
σr . (15)

FIG. 2: Interferometric Renormalization Results:
Single run of the PQIM with n = 14 spins, initial state all
+y, and error ε = .2. The three curves correspond to the
ideal OTOC (blue), the imperfect value (yellow), and the
renormalized result obtained from Eq. (12) (red). The
imperfect value indicates an incorrect scrambling time. But
the renormalized value is quite close to the ideal result up to
the true scrambling time.

r=1

(i)

Each of ηzz,r , ηz,r
 , and ηx,r is a random variable drawn
uniformly from − 12 , 12 . Each run involves one instance
of H1 and one instance of H2 . Each plot shows the
OTOC’s real part, unless otherwise stated. All times are
measured in units in which the nearest-neighbor coupling
equals one.
Figures 2 and 3 show the results of one run of the
renormalization scheme for n = 14 spins with ε = .2 and
the all-(+y) initial state. This choice of ε corresponds to
imperfections that are ±10% of the nearest-neighbor coupling, a quite sizable perturbation. Nevertheless, while
the imperfect signal deviates substantially from the ideal
result, the renormalized value is quite close to the ideal
OTOC up to scrambling time. (We define the scrambling
time roughly as the time at which the OTOC begins to
deviate significantly from unity.)
Figures 4 and 5 show the results of one run with ε
reduced to ε = .1. Now, the agreement between the
ideal and the renormalized values is remarkable at early
times. Yet the two values still diverge somewhat after the
scrambling time. Curiously, the imperfect value seems to
track the ideal OTOC better after the scrambling time.
We can also push the results in the opposite direction,
considering ε = .3, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. Clearly,
the renormalized value’s quality decreases as ε increases.
But, even here, we find reasonable agreement at early
times.
We can also check the system-size dependence. The result of substantially increasing the system size to n = 18,
with ε = .2, is shown in Figures 8 and 9. The quality
of the early-time match between the ideal and renormalized values is of comparable quality to the n = 14 quality.
But the time scale at which the two deviate is noticeably
earlier, though still around the scrambling time.
The renormalized value’s quality depends also on the
initial state. For example, if we choose a random initial

FIG. 3: Interferometric Renormalization Results:
Same data as in Figure 2, on a semilogarithmic plot. The
ideal OTOC’s early-time exponential growth is visible,
although this behavior is unusual for a small spin chain. The
ideal value (blue) is compared again with the imperfect
value (yellow) and the renormalized value (red).
Remarkably, the renormalized value’s exponential growth
rate is extremely close to the ideal value over more than
three decades. In fact, this behavior persists over several
more decades at earlier times (not shown).

state, the renormalized value matches the ideal result
better. Such a random state mimics a maximally mixed
state. It therefore seems plausible that the renormalization scheme works best with the infinite-temperature
state. This likelihood is promising for NMR experiments,
whose initial states tend to be highly mixed [29, 31]. Numerical results for n = 14 spins and a random initial
state are shown in Figures 10 and 11. As claimed, the
agreement between the renormalized and ideal values is
enhanced relative to the all-(+y) initial state.
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FIG. 4: Interferometric Renormalization Results:
Single run of the PQIM with n = 14 spins, initial state all
+y, and error ε = .1. The three curves correspond to the
ideal OTOC (blue), the imperfect value (yellow), and the
renormalized result obtained from Eq. (12) (red).

FIG. 6: Interferometric Renormalization Results:
Single run of the PQIM with n = 14 spins, initial state all
+y, and error ε = .3. The three curves correspond to the
ideal OTOC (blue), the imperfect value (yellow), and the
renormalized result obtained from Eq. (12) (red).

FIG. 5: Interferometric Renormalization Results:
Same data as in Figure 4, on a semilogarithmic plot.

FIG. 7: Interferometric Renormalization Results:
Same data as in Figure 6, on a semilogarithmic plot. The
curves jag because the sign of 1 − Ft varies and the time grid
is coarse. The value of 1 − Ft passes through zero as it
changes sign. Hence a semilogarithmic plot of |1 − Ft | spikes
downward dramatically. This early-time region can be
studied with a finer time grid, to resolve these jags. But
observing such small values of 1 − Ft in near-term
experiments is impractical. Hence we omitted a
finer-grained study.

III.

EXAMPLE #2: WEAK MEASUREMENT

Weak measurements can be used to infer the OTOC
experimentally. The original protocol is detailed in Appendix A of [11] and simplified in Sec. II of [12].1 We
focus on the simplified protocol. The renormalization
scheme is expected to extend to the original protocol,
however.
Weak measurements are reviewed in Sec. III A. The
weak-measurement protocol for inferring the OTOC is
reviewed in Sec. III B. Section III C details Hamiltonian errors that can mar the protocol. Renormalization enables one to recover an approximation Ftwk to Ft .
The renormalization scheme is introduced, and motivated

1

Let n denote the number of degrees of freedom, e.g., the number of spins in a chain. In the original protocol, each measured observable O equals a product of n local operators Oj :
O = ⊗n
j=1 Oj . In the simplified protocol, each observable nontrivially transforms just one spin.

mathematically, in Sec. III D. Numerical simulations in
Sec. III E support the scheme.

A.

Weak measurements

A weak measurement barely disturbs the measured system. Refraining from damaging the quantum state has
a tradeoff: A weak measurement extracts little information. But averaging over weak-measurement trials reproduces strong-measurement statistics. Also, weak measurements offer experimental access to OTOCs and to
more-fundamental quasiprobabilities [11, 12].
Let S denote a system in a state ρS . Consider wishing

6

FIG. 8: Interferometric Renormalization Results:
Single run of the PQIM with n = 18 spins, initial state all
+y, and error ε = .2. The three curves correspond to the
ideal OTOC (blue), the imperfect value (yellow), and the
renormalized result obtained from Eq. (12) (red).

FIG. 9: Interferometric Renormalization Results:
Same data as in Figure 4, on a semilogarithmic plot.

P
A
A
to measure an observable A =
a a Πa . Πa projects
onto the eigenvalue-a eigenspace of A.
Von Neumann suggested a measurement model [37].
Let a detector
prepared in a state |Di. An observP D be
X
able X =
x
Π
x of D is coupled to A. A coupling
x
constant g quantifies the interaction’s strength. The
joint system evolves under the
Vint = e−igA⊗X .
P unitary
Y
A detector observable Y =
y y Πy is then measured
strongly. Let y denote the outcome. The Kraus operator [38] My := hy|e−igA⊗X |Di evolves the system state:
ρS 7→ My ρS My† .
If g is large, the measurement is strong. Suppose that
g is small, such that the measurement is weak. The exponential can be Taylor-approximated. To first order,
√
My = px 1 − ig̃A + O(g̃ 2 ) .
(16)
Suppose that S and D had not interacted before Y was
measured. The measurement would have had a probabil√ 2
ity2
py = |hy|Di|2 of yielding y. The small param-

2

Unitary equivalence of Kraus operators often enables us to define

FIG. 10: Interferometric Renormalization Results:
Single run of the PQIM with n = 14 spins, a random initial
state, and error ε = .2. The three curves correspond to the
ideal OTOC (blue), the imperfect value (yellow), and the
renormalized result obtained from Eq. (12) (red).

FIG. 11: Interferometric Renormalization Results:
Same data as in Figure 10, on a semilogarithmic plot.

eter g̃ := ghy|X|Di. Equation (16) can be interpreted
loosely as meaning, “The weak measurement has a sig√ 2
py of evolving S trivially and a
nificant probability
tiny probability of disturbing the system through A.”
Suppose that a projector A is measured.
For examP
ple, the Pauli σ α decomposes as σ α = a=±1 a Πα
a . Let
A = Πα
a . (Experimentalists might prefer coupling detectors to Paulis to coupling detectors to projectors. One
α
can measure Πα
a effectively by coupling D to σ , then
choosing Y cleverly. See [12, Sec. I D 4] and [39].) The
Kraus operator simplifies to

My = hy|Di + hy| e−igX − 1 |DiΠα
a .

(17)

The expansion is exact. The projector A can be used to
infer a Pauli-based OTOC experimentally.

My such that py ∈ R. When it does,

√

py

2

= py .
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B.

4. W is measured weakly. (W is coupled to an observable X 0 of a detector initialized to some fiducial state. A detector observable Y 0 is measured
strongly.)

Weak-measurement protocol for inferring the
OTOC and Hamiltonian errors therein

S, n, H, σjα , H, and U are defined as in Sec. II A. We
no longer need restrict ourselves to pure states |ψi ∈ H
for simplicity.
The local operators V and W are defined almost as in
Sec. II A. But we assume here, for simplicity, that V and
W are unitary and Hermitian. The weak-measurement
protocol generalizes to any V , and to any W , that is Hermitian or unitary [11, 12]. The renormalization scheme
generalizes identically.
P
V
The observables eigendecompose as V =
v ` v ` Πv `
P
W
and W =
The eigenvalues are denoted
w` w` Πw` .
by v` and w` . If V manifests as a Pauli operator,
v` = ±1. ΠVv` and ΠW
w` denote the projectors onto
the v` and w` eigenspaces. Suppose that the operators nontrivially transform just one qubit each, e.g.,
V = 1⊗(n−1) ⊗ σnx . Each v` eigenspace has a degener† W
t
acy 2n−1 . ΠW
w` = U Πw` U denotes the projector onto
the w` eigenspace of Wt := U † W U .

5. S is evolved backward in time, under U † .
6. V is measured weakly. (V is coupled to an observable X 00 of a detector initialized to some fiducial state. A detector observable Y 0 ” is measured
strongly.)
7. S is evolved forward in time, under U .
8. W is measured strongly.
Three weak measurements alternate with three evolutions and precede a strong measurement. This protocol
is performed in each of many trials.
From the measurement statistics, one infers the joint
probability that the measurements output y, y 0 , y 00 , and
w3 :
00

×

FIG. 12: Weak-measurement protocol for measuring
the out-of-time-ordered correlator (OTOC): The
protocol is illustrated with a quantum circuit for a chain of
n spins. The system is prepared in an arbitrary state ρ. V
and W represent local observables. (The protocol can be
extended to non-Hermitian unitaries V and W .) Each box
V
labeled D±
represents a weak measurement of the
W
observable V . The D±
boxes serve analogously. The
system’s intrinsic Hamiltonian generates the time-evolution
operator U . Two forward evolutions U , and one reverse
evolution U † , alternate with three weak measurements and
one strong W measurement. This figure was adapted from
Figure 3b of [12].

0

Y
†
Y
Y
p(y, y 0 , y 00 , w3 ) = Tr(ΠW
w3 U My 00 U My 0 U My ρ

(18)

0
00
(MyY )† U † (MyY0 )† U (MyY00 )† U † ) .

MyY denotes the Kraus operator that evolves the system0
of-interest state during the first weak measurement. MyY0
00
and MyY00 are defined analogously.
Consider substituting into Eq. (18) for the Kraus operators Eq. (17), then multiplying out. Every factor can
be set to zero, or inferred from simpler measurement procedures, except for one:3

V
† W
V
A˜ρ (v1 , w2 , v2 , w3 ) = Tr U † U U † ΠW
w3 U Πv2 U Πw2 U Πv1 ρ
(19)

Wt V
Wt V
(20)
= Tr Πw3 Πv2 Πw2 Πv1 ρ .
This OTOC quasiprobability is inferred from the measurement data and from Eq. (18).
Consider multiplying each quasiprobability value
A˜ρ (v1 , w2 , v2 , w3 ) by the eigenvalue product v1 w2 v2∗ w3∗ ,
then summing over eigenvalues. This coarse-graining
yields the OTOC:4
X
Ft =
v1 w2 v2∗ w3∗ A˜ρ (v1 , w2 , v2 , w3 ) .
(21)
v1 ,w2 ,v2 ,w3

Figure 12 illustrates the weak-measurement protocol
for inferring Ft :

The quasiprobability, as a more fine-grained object, contains more information than the OTOC [12].

1. S is prepared in an arbitrary state ρ.
2. V is measured weakly. (V is coupled to an observable X of a detector initialized to some fiducial
state, e.g., |0i. Some detector observable Y is measured strongly. The form of Y depends on whether
<(Ft ) or =(Ft ) is to be inferred.)
3. S is evolved forward in time, under U .

3
4

The W eigenvalues are labeled as w2 and w3 for consistency
with [11, 12].
One can bypass the quasiprobability and (21), by cleverly choos00
ing different detector observables
Y , Y 0 , and

 Y . One infers in† W (t)V ρ . Multiplying by w ∗
t
V
fer, rather than (20), Tr ΠW
w3
3
and summing over w3 yields the OTOC.
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C.

We wish to remove the bracketed factors’ influence on
Ftwk (W, V, W, V ). One might attempt to do so by dividing (26) by (28):

Imperfect Hamiltonian evolution in the
weak-measurement protocol

The weak-measurement circuit contains a forward evolution U , followed by a reverse evolution U † , followed
by another U . Each evolution might be implemented
imperfectly. We denote the implemented unitaries by
U1 := e−iH1 t , U2† := eiH2 t , and U3 := e−iH3 t . The erroneous Hamiltonians H1 , H2 , H3 6= H.

Ft ≈

Ftwk (W, V, W, V )
.
Ftwk (1, V, 1, V )

But consider setting V to 1. The left-hand side reduces
to one. So does the right-hand side’s denominator. But
the numerator evaluates to
Tr(U1† U2 U3† W † U3 U2† W U1 ρ)

D. Mathematical motivation for the
renormalization of weak-measurement data

=

The approximation

(29)

Ftwk (W,

1, W, 1) .

(30)
(31)

Hence we divide the right-hand side of Eq. (29) by (30):

V
A˜ρwk (v1 , w2 , v2 , w3 ) := Tr(U1† U2 U3† ΠW
w3 U3 Πv2

×

V
U2† ΠW
w2 U1 Πv1 ρ)

(22)

can be inferred from imperfect weak-measurement trials.
Equation (22) follows from the derivation of Eq. (19); see
App. A of [11].
Multiplying by v1 w2 v2∗ w3∗ , then coarse-graining over
the eigenvalues, yields


Ftwk (W, V, W, V ) = Tr U1† U2 U3† W † U3 V † U2† W U1 V ρ .
(23)
More generally,


Ftwk (A, B, C, D) := Tr U1† U2 U3† A† U3 B † U2† CU1 Dρ .
(24)
Consider “shielding” each W from its imperfectunitary neighbors with factors of 1 = U U † . We regroup
unitaries, then recall Wt := U † W U :
Ftwk (W, V, W, V ) = Tr([U1† U2 U3† U ]Wt† [U † U3 V † U2† U ]
× Wt [U † U1 V ]ρ) .

(25)

We would almost recover the OTOC if we could replace the U † U3† V † U2† U with V † and the U † U1 V with V .
Let us ape the replacement. We insert an 1 = V V † rightward of the U † U3† V † U2† U and one leftward of the U † U1 V .
Regrouping unitaries yields
Ftwk (W, V, W, V ) = Tr([U1† U2 U3† U ]Wt† [U † U3 V † U2† U V ]
× V † Wt V [V † U † U1 V ]ρ) .

(26)

Equation (26) would equal the OTOC if the bracketed
factors were removed. One might expect the bracketed
factors to have roughly the size


Tr [U1† U2 U3† U ][U † U3 V † U2† U V ][V † U † U1 V ]ρ


= Tr U1† U2 V † U2† U1 V ρ
(27)
= Ftwk (1, V, 1, V ) .

(28)

Ft ≈

Ftwk (W, V, W, V )
.
1, V, 1, V ) Ftwk (W, 1, W, 1)

Ftwk (

(32)

The weak-measurement conjecture (32) requires a W dependent factor. The interferometer conjecture (12)
does not. Why, physically?
The Hamiltonian is negated only once in the interferometry protocol. Hence equating V with 1 in Eq. (6)
enables the U2 to cancel the U2† . That cancellation frees
the W † to cancel the W . Hence Ftint (V, W ) reduces to
one if V = 1, regardless of what W equals.
In contrast, the Hamiltonian is negated twice in the
weak-measurement protocol. U3 can fail to equal U2 .
Hence the U3 in Eq. (30) can fail to cancel the U2† , despite
V ’s equaling 1. Hence the W † cannot “reach” the W to
cancel it. A W -dependent factor must be divided out
in (32).

E.

Numerical simulations of the
weak-measurement scheme

We numerically study the weak-measurement renormalization scheme in Eq. (32). For simplicity, we restrict
to chaotic parameters of the PQIM. Various other limits give similar results, however. All the plots below are
for a system size of n = 12. This choice is merely numerically convenient: Larger sizes requires sparse-matrix
techniques, and the weak-measurement scheme requires
simulations of three time evolutions. These demands lead
to time-consuming calculations. (In contrast, the interferometric scheme requires that only two time evolutions
be simulated. Those numerics consume much less calculational time.)
Figures 13 and 14 compare the ideal, imperfect,
and renormalized values of a weak measurement of the
OTOC. Each of U1 , U2 , and U3 is generated by a Hamiltonian that differs from the ideal by an amount ε = .2.
(See Eq. (14) and the surrounding discussion.) Even for
this large value of ε, and though the weak-measurement
scheme involves three imperfect time evolutions (instead
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FIG. 13: Weak-Measurement Renormalization:
PQIM with n = 12 spins, initial state all +y, and error
ε = .2, with the weak-measurement renormalization
protocol (32).

FIG. 15: Weak-Measurement Renormalization:
PQIM with n = 12 spins, a random initial state, and error
ε = .2, with the weak-measurement renormalization
protocol (32).

FIG. 14: Weak-Measurement Renormalization: Same
data as in Figure 13, on a semilogarithmic plot.

FIG. 16: Weak-Measurement Renormalization: Same
data as in Figure 15, on a semilogarithmic plot.

of only two), the early-time agreement between the ideal
and renormalized values remains reasonably good.
Figures 15 and 16 show the same situation, except with
a random initial state, instead of an all +y initial state.
As with the interferometric renormalization scheme, the
random state leads to improved agreement at early times
and a longer period of agreement at later times.
Figures 17 and 18 show the weak-measurement renormalization scheme with ε = .1. Downsizing the error improves the agreement between the ideal and renormalized
signals. There is some disagreement at very early times.
But the signal there is already so small, we expect it to
be difficult to access with near-term experiments.

Ft can be recovered perfectly despite two instances of
decoherence. First, Garttner et al. have measured an
OTOC of over 100 trapped ions [30]. We generalize their
measurement scheme in Sec. IV A. We suppose that the
ions’ state depolarizes probabilistically. Renormalization
enables the retrieval of Ft , an analytical proof shows,
without channel tomography.
Second, we return to the interferometric measurement
of Sec. II. We suppose that the control qubit suffers probabilistic decoherence. Again, renormalization enables the
inference of Ft without channel tomography.
Section IV C complements the analytics with numerics.
The PQIM is coupled to another spin chain. The interaction and environmental Hamiltonians remain unchanged
as the system Hamiltonian is reversed.

IV.

DECOHERENCE BY THE ENVIRONMENT

Sections II and III detailed how to infer about Ft from
protocols marred by Hamiltonian errors. Unitaries modeled the evolutions. But the environment can couple to
the system [40–42]. The state can evolve under a nonunitary channel E [38]. Nevertheless, we show, renormalization facilitates the recovery of Ft .

A. Exact recovery of Ft despite probabilistic
depolarization of the system during a generalization
of the ion-trap protocol

The ion-trap experiment in [30] motivates this section.
We review their protocol in Sec. IV A 1 and generalize
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gle φ about the x-axis, with5 W = e−iφ

P

j

σjx

.

4. Evolve the system backward, under −H.
5. Measure the ith spin’s x-component, V = σix , for
any i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The value of i does not matter, due to the system’s translational invariance.
Averaging the outcomes over trials yields the expectation value
h |U † eiφ

P

j

σjx

U σix U † e−iφ

P

j

σjx

U σix | i

= h |Wt† V † Wt V | i .
FIG. 17: Weak-Measurement Renormalization:
PQIM with n = 12 spins, initial state all +y, and error
ε = .1, with the weak-measurement renormalization
protocol (32).

(33)

The ions could couple to the environment during either
evolution. A quantum channel E would evolve the system’s state [38]. We model the channel with probabilistic
depolarization. The environment has some probability
of mapping the state to the maximally mixed state 1/d,
wherein d denotes the Hilbert space’s dimensionality.

2.

General set-up

Let S denote a quantum system associated with a
Hilbert space H of dimensionality dim(H) = d. In [30],
S consists of n qubits. Hence d = 2n .
The natural Hamiltonian H generates the ideal evolution U := e−iHt . The actual evolution is imperfect: S has
a probability p ∈ [0, 1] of undergoing U and a probability
1 − p of depolarizing totally to 1/d. This probabilistic
depolarization evolves a state σ as
FIG. 18: Weak-Measurement Renormalization: Same
data as in Figure 17, on a semilogarithmic plot.

their set-up in Sec. IV A 2. The system could decohere
during each unitary evolution. We model decoherence
with probabilistic depolarization. Section IV A 3 concerns the ideal limit. Section IV A 4 concerns the general case. The exact value of Ft can be extracted via
renormalization. The extraction requires no channel tomography.

1.

Motivation: Ion-trap protocol

Garttner et al. implemented the following protocol:
1. Prepare the ions in the eigenstate | i := |+i⊗n of
the Pauli product ⊗nj=1 σjx .
2. Evolve the system forward in time
P under the allto-all Ising Hamiltonian H = Jn i<j σiz σjz . The
coupling strength is denoted by J.
3. Rotate the qubits counterclockwise through an an-

Epdepol (σ) = p U σU † + (1 − p)

1
d

.

(34)

The reverse evolution is ideally U † . The actual evolution has a probability 1 − q of depolarizing the state
completely:
Ẽqdepol (σ) = q U † σU + (1 − q)

1
d

.

(35)

The forward and reverse probabilities need not equal each
other: p 6= q. An experimentalist need not know the
probabilities’ values, to infer Ft : Renormalization will
cancel p and q from the calculation.
The operators W and V are unitary: W † W = V † V =
1. Additionally, V is Hermitian and traceless: V † = V ,
and Tr(V ) = 0. Pauli operators satisfy these assumptions.
Let v denote an arbitrary eigenvalue of V . Let
λv denote the set of degeneracy parameters for the v

5

This W acts nontrivially on every qubit. A conventional W , described in earlier sections, acts nontrivially on just a small subsystem. Experimental practicalities motivated the many-qubit
W . But this W equals a product of single-qubit operators.
See [30] for further discussion.
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eigenspace. S begins in a state ρ supported just in the v
eigenspace:
X
ρ=
qλv ,λ0v |v, λv ihv, λ0v | .
(36)
λv ,λ0v

The coefficients satisfy the normalization condition
|qλv ,λ0v |2 = 1.
The protocol proceeds as follows: S is prepared in the
state ρ. The system is evolved under Epdepol , then under
W , then under Ẽqdepol . The system ends in the state
ρ0 := Ẽqdepol (W Epdepol (ρ)W † )
= pq Wt ρWt† + (1 − pq)

1

B.

Exact recovery of Ft despite probabilistic
depolarization of the control qubit in the
interferometric protocol

The interferometric protocol relies on a control qubit C
(Sec. II A). C is prepared in the state |+i. Suppose that it
decoheres. We model the decoherence with probabilistic
depolarization:
|+ih+| 7→ p|+ih+| + (1 − p)
=

(37)

1

(45)

2

1
[|0ih0| + |1ih1| + p(|0ih1| + |1ih0|)] .
2

(46)

(38)

The joint system-and-control state |Ψi must be replaced with

V is measured. This process is repeated in each of many
trials. Averaging the outcomes yields the expectation
value Tr(V ρ0 ). The renormalization scheme requires also
a set of trials in which W = 1.

1
ρSC = |ψihψ| ⊗ [|0ih0| + |1ih1| + p(|0ih1| + |1ih0|)] .
2
(47)

d

.

The interferometer maps the joint state to
3.

Ideal case

ρ0SC =

Suppose that p = q = 1. The system ends in the state
ρ0ideal = Wt ρWt† . The expectation value of V becomes
Tr(V ρ0ideal ) = Tr(V Wt ρWt† ) = Tr(Wt† V † Wt ρ) .

(39)

The second equality follows from the trace’s cyclicality
and the Hermiticity of V . By Eq. (36), Vv ρ = ρ. Hence
inserting a V /v leftward of ρ yields
1
Tr(V ρ0ideal ) = Ft .
v

(40)

The expectation value is proportional to the OTOC.
4.

1
[V Wt |ψihψ|Wt V ⊗ |0ih0| + Wt V |ψihψ|V Wt ⊗ |1ih1|
2
+ p(V Wt |ψihψ|V Wt ⊗ |0ih1|
+ Wt V |ψihψ|Wt V ⊗ |1ih0|)] .
(48)

We recast ρ0SC in terms of the eigenstates |+i and |−i of
the control’s σ x :
ρ0SC =

1
[(V Wt |ψihψ|Wt V + Wt V |ψihψ|V Wt
4
+ pV Wt |ψihψ|V Wt + pWt V |ψihψ|Wt V ) ⊗ |+ih+|
+ (V Wt |ψihψ|Wt V + Wt V |ψihψ|V Wt
− pV Wt |ψihψ|V Wt − pWt V |ψihψ|Wt V ) ⊗ |−ih−|
+ (cross-terms)] .
(49)

The control’s σ x has the expectation value

Imperfect evolution and renormalization

(W,V,p)

hXiC

The expectation value of V becomes
depol
Ft,p,q
(W, V ) := Tr(V ρ0 )
pq
=
Ft .
v

(41)
(42)

This expression follows from the tracelessness of V .
W must equal 1 in another set of trials. The expectation value of V reduces to
depol
Ft,p,v
(

1, V ) = pqv ,

(43)

by V ρ = vρ and the normalization of ρ.
Consider dividing the right-hand side of Eq. (42) by the
right-hand side of Eq. (43). The quotient is proportional
to the OTOC:
Ft =

depol
Ft,p,q
(W, V )
v 2 depol
Ft,p,q ( , V )

1

.

(44)

= p <(Ft ) .

(50)

The expectation value is proportional to the signal. The
“not depolarized” probability p reduces the signal.
Consider repeating the protocol with V = W = 1.
The expectation value becomes
(1,1,p)

hXiC

= p.

(51)

Renormalizing the right-hand side of Eq. (50) with the
right-hand side of Eq. (51) yields the OTOC’s real part:
(W,V,p)

<(Ft ) =

hXiC

(1,1,p)

hXiC

.

(52)

The OTOC can be inferred perfectly, without approximation. Furthermore, the not-depolarized probability p
can be inferred in the absence of channel tomography,
which costs substantial time and classical computation.
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C.

Numerical simulations of decoherence

To explore the physics of environmental decoherence
numerically, we adopt the following simple model. We
consider two equal-length chains of the PQIM, a system
chain S and an environment chain E. The Hamiltonian
is
HSE = HS + HE +

nS
X

z
,
Jc σiz σi+n
S

(53)

i=1

wherein HS and HE are PQIM Hamiltonians, the system consists of qubits {1, ..., nS }, and the environment
consists of qubits {nS + 1, ..., 2nS }. Each system qubit i
couples to the corresponding environmental qubit i.
In the time-reversal procedure, the forward Hamiltonian is
H1 = HSE = HS + HE +

nS
X

z
Jc σiz σi+n
,
S

(54)

z
Jc σiz σi+n
.
S

(55)

FIG. 19: Open-System Results: PQIM with nS = 7
spins (the system) coupled to another PQIM with nE = 7
spins (the environment), via σ z σ z couplings of strength
Jc = .2. The time-reversal procedure is defined by a full
reversal of the system Hamiltonian without any change to
the environmental Hamiltonian or the coupling Hamiltonian.

i=1

and the backward Hamiltonian is
H2 = HSE = HS − HE −

nS
X
i=1

Only the system Hamiltonian is reversed.
Figures 19 and 20 show the results of our interferometric renormalization scheme applied to this situation when
Jc = .2. There is now significant deviation at early times
on the semilogarithmic plot. But, given how crude this
time-reversal procedure is and how strong the coupling is,
the agreement remains reasonably good. The early-time
growth rate, as extracted from the renormalized data, is
still much closer to the ideal result than the imperfect
data is.
Figures 21 and 22 show the same scheme, with a reduced Jc = .1. Now, not only is the imperfect data relatively close to the ideal result, but the renormalized data
also cleaves very closely to the ideal result even well after
the scrambling time for the small sizes considered here.
So, while these models differ substantially from the simple depolarization channel in Sec. IV A, we find a similar
conclusion about the renormalization scheme’s efficacy in
mitigating environmental decoherence.
V. GENERALITY OF THE
RENORMALIZATION SCHEME: ALTERNATIVE
HAMILTONIANS

We show, via numerical simulation, that the renormalization scheme is quite robust. We consider chaotic and
integrable models and local and nonlocal spin models.
We also show that the renormalization scheme can be
used to devise alternate approximate time-reversal protocols that, without perfectly reversing the Hamiltonian,
yield results close to ideal. Other variations that we consider include even larger systems, the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev

FIG. 20: Open-System Results: Same data as in
Figure 19, on a semilogarithmic plot.

model, a Floquet model, and shot-to-shot variations in
the time-reversal protocol. We focus, here, on closed systems.
Integrable system: Figures 23 and 24 show the interferometric renormalization scheme applied to the PQIM
with a coupling range `0 = 1 and an onsite-field strength
hzr = 0. For these parameters, the PQIM reduces to the
nearest-neighbor transverse-field quantum Ising model.
This model can be solved in terms of noninteracting
fermions. OTOCs of a similar integrable model have
been studied in detail recently [43]. One hallmark of
the noninteracting-particle description is the OTOC’s remaining away from zero at late times.
The figures show that the renormalization scheme correctly reproduces the OTOC’s early-time dynamics. Surprisingly, the scheme continues to work reasonably well
even at later times. This success may arise because the
system’s integrability aids in the separation of operator
growth from fidelity decay. Integrable systems are not
chaotic and are thus more stable with respect to perturbations. Perturbations that break integrability may nev-
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FIG. 21: Open-System Results: PQIM with nS = 7
spins (the system) coupled to another PQIM with nE = 7
spins (the environment) via σ z σ z couplings of strength
Jc = .1. The time-reversal procedure is defined by a full
reversal of the system Hamiltonian without any change to
the environmental Hamiltonian or the coupling Hamiltonian.

FIG. 23: Integrable Model: PQIM with n = 14 sites,
ε = .2, a coupling range of `0 = 1,s and an on-site field
strength of hzr = 0. This Hamiltonian is the integrable
transverse-field Ising model.

FIG. 24: Integrable Model: Same data as in Figure 23,
on a semilogarithmic plot.
FIG. 22: Open-System Results: Same data as in
Figure 21, on a semilogarithmic plot.

ertheless become effective only after some long time, due
to the perturbation’s smallness. Integrability-preserving
perturbations are expected to have even less-significant
effects.
Other operators: Figures 25 and 26 show the interferometric renormalization scheme as implemented in
the chaotic PQIM with V = σ1z and W = σnz (instead
of σ x ’s). The OTOC’s precise structure—especially its
late-time value—varies with the choice of V and W . But
the renormalization scheme continues to work well.
Nonlocal, random spin system: Figures 27 and
28 show the interferometric renormalization scheme as
implemented in an all-to-all “random-spin” model with
the Hamiltonian
X
X α,β
X X
α
H=
Jr,r0 σrα σrβ0 +
hα
r σr . (56)
α,β=x,y,z r<r 0

α=x,y,z



from √Jn − 21 , 12 . The field variable hα
r is drawn uni 1 1
formly from h − 2 , 2 .
The imperfect reversal scheme resembles the PQIM
α,β
scheme: Perturbations to Jr,r
0 are drawn uniformly from


1 1
√ε
− 2 , 2 . Perturbations to hα
r are drawn uniformly
n
 1 1
from ε − 2 , 2 . The imperfect reversal seems less damaging, at early times, in the random-spin model, perhaps
because of the significant randomness already present.
However, the renormalization scheme brings the early behavior closer to the ideal behavior.
Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model: Figures 29 and
30 show the renormalization scheme implemented in the
SYK model [6, 45]. This model is defined in terms of
m Majorana fermions χi , wherein i = 1, · · · , m. The
fermion operators are real, χ†i = χi , and obey
{χi , χj } = 2δi,j .

(57)

r

This Hamiltonian is a cousin of the quantum SherringtonKirkpatrick model [44] and the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev
α,β
model [6, 45]. The coupling Jr,r
0 is drawn uniformly

The SYK Hamiltonian has the form
X
HSYK =
Jijkl χi χj χk χl .
i<j<k<l

(58)
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FIG. 25: Other Local Operators: PQIM with chaotic
parameters, n = 14 spins, error ε = .2, V = σ1z , and
W = σnz . The renormalization scheme continues to work well
even for this new choice of V and W . The OTOC’s late-time
value is smaller than in other plots. As we begin to divide
by numbers close to zero, the results’ quality deteriorates.

FIG. 27: Nonlocal-Random-Spin Model: Nonlocal,
random spin model with n = 14 sites, coupling scale J = 1,
external-field scale h = 2.5, and error ε = .2. A nonlocal
model’s scrambling time is expected to scale like log n. The
numerical method we use is limited to modest system sizes.
(The largest simulations in the literature involve roughly 30
spins.) Therefore, we cannot directly study systems in which
the microscopic time scales are separated widely from the
scrambling time. Despite our inability to observe multiple
decades of growth, the renormalization scheme improves the
agreement with the ideal result. Granted, also the imperfect
signal is not very far off.

FIG. 26: Other Local Operators: Same data as in
Figure 25, on a semilogarithmic plot.

2
The couplings have mean zero and have variance Jijkl
∝
2
3
J /m . For
we draw the couplings uniformly
 simplicity,

J
from n3/2
− 12 , 12 , setting J = 1. The model has attracted considerable interest, due its low-temperature
scrambling properties and its relation to quantum gravity
in nearly AdS2 spacetimes.
We numerically study OTOCs of the fermions,

FtSYK = −hψ|χi,t χj χi,t χj |ψi .

(59)

SYK
The negative sign guarantees that Ft=0
= 1 for i 6= j.
The SYK OTOC is related to a squared anticommutator
of the fermions:

h{χi,t , χj }† {χi,t , χk }i = 2 − 2< FtSYK .
(60)

Time is reversed imperfectly
 1 1  as follows: A perturbaε
tion, drawn from n3/2
− 2 , 2 , is added to the fourfermion coupling.
Additionally, we introduce
two
2
fermion couplings drawn from nε1/2
− 12 , 12 . As before,
the perturbations to the forward and backward evolutions are drawn independently of each other. Restricting

FIG. 28: Nonlocal-Random-Spin Model: Same data as
in Figure 27, on a semilogarithmic plot.

the perturbations to four-fermion terms (setting 2 = 0)
improves the long-time renormalization results.
Alternate time-reversal scheme: Figures 31 and
32 show the interferometric renormalization scheme implemented in a chaotic PQIM with an alternative imperfect time reversal. The forward Hamiltonian is ideal.
So is the backward Hamiltonian, except that no evenneighbor couplings is reversed. For example, the coeffiz
z
is negated, while the coefficient of σrz σr+2
cient of σrz σr+1
is not. All the fields are correctly reversed.
As discussed in the conclusions (Sec. VI), this imperfect time-reversal is natural if an experimenter has good
control over local fields. Such control obviously enables
the experimenter to negate the Hamiltonian’s externalfield terms. Additionally, short pulses of strong local
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FIG. 29: Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) Model:
Site-averaged out-of-time-ordered correlators (OTOCs) in
the SYK model with m = 24 Majorana fermions,
four-body-interaction errors of strength ε = .2, and
two-body-interaction errors of strength ε2 = .1. The label
“ren/avg” refers to renormalization of one OTOC that
involves W = χ1 and V = χj , followed by an average over
j = 2, · · · , m. Conversely, “avg/ren” refers to first averaging
OTOCs and perturbed OTOCs over j = 2, · · · , m, then
renormalizing with averaged quantities. Two behaviors echo
behaviors observed with other models. First, we see
remarkable agreement between the renormalized and ideal
curves at early times. Second, the deviation grows after the
scrambling time, when FtSYK differs substantially from one.

FIG. 31: Alternate Time-Reversal Scheme: PQIM
with chaotic parameters, n = 14 spins, and error ε = 0. The
only imperfections arise from the imperfect reversals of the
even-neighbor couplings.

FIG. 32: Alternate Time-Reversal Scheme: Same
data as in Figure 31, on a semilogarithmic plot.

FIG. 30: Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev Model: Same data as in
Figure 29, on a semilogarithmic plot.

fields can rapidly transform spins via local unitaries.
Such unitaries can affect the interactions. Consider, for
example, conjugating the interaction Hamiltonian by σ y
on every other site. This transformation inverts the oddneighbor couplings while preserving the even-neighbor
couplings.
The renormalization scheme works incredibly well. On
the other hand, also the imperfect signal is not far off,
except at very early times.
Floquet scheme: Figures 33 and 34 show the interferometric renormalization scheme for a PQIM Floquet
model. Consider one length-t time evolution. The Hamiltonian’s σ z terms are pulsed on for a short time dt; then
the σ x terms are pulsed on for a time dt; then the σ z

terms are pulsed on again; and so on for t/dt time steps.
The imperfect time reversal scheme is the Floquet analog of the scheme for the Hamiltonian PQIM (see (14)
and surrounding discussion). When ε = .1, the ideal and
renormalized values are quite close.
One-shot scheme: On the same figures, we show a
one-shot version of the renormalization scheme.6 In practice, an experimenter performs many runs, or shots, to
gather statistics from which to extract the OTOC. What
if the perturbations to the Hamiltonians vary from shot
to shot? The experimenter can run the experiment many
times, infer a shot-averaged imperfect OTOC, and infer
a shot-averaged imperfect OTOC whose W = 1. The experimenter can divide the former shot-averaged OTOC
by the latter. That this imperfect ratio equals the ideal
is unclear. But the results are surprisingly favorable.

6

Applying the Floquet model to the one-shot study proves convenient: Calculating the Floquet model’s OTOC requires much less
computational time that calculating a continuous-time model’s
OTOC. This computational advantage enables us to average over
many realizations without using too much computer time.
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The renormalization formula (12) predicts that, for
each shot,
Ftint (W, V ) ≈ Ftint (1, V )Ft .

(61)

An experimenter typically cannot measure, in one shot,
all the quantities in this equation. But Ft is the same
for every shot. Therefore, the shot-averaged quantities
(denoted by overlines) obey
Ftint (W, V ) ≈ Ftint (1, V )Ft .

(62)

The difficulty has been removed: The renormalization
formula is recast in terms of shot-averaged quantities,
which can be measured experimentally.
Averaging over many shots may be advisable generally.
The number of shots needed depends on (i) the value of
ε and (ii) how precisely we want to extract the early behavior. Figures 33 and 34 show averages over just 100
samples. The ideal and shot-averaged curves agree reasonably well nonetheless.

FIG. 33: Shot-to-shot fluctuations: Floquet version of
the PQIM. The σ z terms were pulsed on for a time interval
dt ≈ .20; then the σ x terms were; and so on, alternately.
The system consists of n = 12 spins. The imperfections
fluctuate from shot to shot. The shot-averaged quantities
were computed from 100 samples.

FIG. 34: Shot-to-shot fluctuations: Same data as in
Figure 33, on a semilogarithmic plot.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown, with analytical arguments and numerical simulations, that scrambling measurements are
remarkably resilient to imperfections in the experimental protocol. Our physical interpretation of the results is
that the physics of scrambling can be cleanly separated
from the decay of fidelity due to imperfections, up to
the scrambling time. We showed that this resilience was
present for chaotic and integrable models and for local
and nonlocal models. We focused on states near the energy spectrum’s center. But the renormalization scheme
can be applied to other states, e.g., the ground state.
Thus, the resilience of scrambling measurements shown
here seems rather general. This observation that cries
out for a deeper understanding.
In the numerical analysis, we considered mostly modest system sizes. The choice facilitates the study of
many models and set-ups with a reasonable amount of
computer time. We studied a few larger system sizes,
however—up to n = 20 spins. We found, at most, a
modest degradation in the renormalization scheme’s effectiveness until the scrambling time. Precisely how the
renormalization scheme’s effectiveness scales with n remains an open question. Experiments should be able to
create headway.
Perhaps our results’ most important consequences are
for experiments. Our renormalization schemes are simple and general and should greatly enhance early experiments’ abilities to probe the physics of scrambling. For
example, imperfections in the time-reversal scheme appear readily addressable with our methods. To that end,
it would be very interesting to study in detail our renormalization scheme, with realistic assumptions, in the context of various near term experimental platforms.
Our results can also enable the use of new approximate
time-reversal schemes. For example, Sec. V shows that
reversing only the fields and the odd-index-neighbor couplings, combined with our renormalization scheme, gave
remarkably good agreement with the ideal-time-reversal
results. Consider an experiment in which local fields are
easy to control but the interactions are fixed. Such a partial time reversal can be accomplished by local unitary
transformations and field reversal.
Testing the scheme in larger experimental systems
would help illuminate our renormalization scheme’s
physics. Indeed, the quantum physics of near-term noisy
quantum devices presents an exciting frontier today [46].
Our results suggest that scrambling might be amenable
to study on noisy near-term machines. Relatedly, a similar procedure of dividing by a Loschmidt echo has been
used in analysis of NMR experiments [47].
In our quest to better understand our resilience results’ significance, calculations in model systems will be
valuable. Here, we have taken a black-box numerical
approach. Perhaps the physics of scrambling resilience
can be related to known types of robustness, e.g., the
robustness of renormalization-group fixed points. One
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set of calculations related to scrambling resilience in the
context of AdS/CFT will be reported elsewhere. There
are many other recently studied model systems where it
would interesting to study the resilience phenomenon exhibited, including non-interacting, weakly-coupled, and
semi-classical systems [15, 43, 48–51], many-body localized states [52–56], the SYK model [6, 45, 57, 58], open
systems [40], local random-circuit models [59–62], other
special solvable models [28], and much else.
Finally, an extension of the renormalization scheme
to the OTOC quasiprobability A˜ρ merits further study.
Two approaches suggest themselves: (i) The analytical
argument of Sec. III D might be modified: Projectors ΠW
w`
and ΠVv` might replace the unitaries W and V . Yet ΠVv`
lacks the unitary property V † V = 1. Perhaps this lack
can be circumvented. (ii) Suppose that the eigenvalues
of W and the eigenvalues of V equal ±1. (Suppose, for
example, that W and V are Paulis.) A˜ρ equals a combination of Ft and simpler correlators [12, Sec. II D]. Ft can
be renormalized, we have shown. Each simpler correlator needs no renormalization, or appears to be renormalizable generally, or appears to be renormalizable under
certain conditions on ρ (e.g., if ρ = 1/d). Renormalizing every term, then assembling the terms, is expected
to yield a renormalized OTOC quasiprobability.
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Appendix A FURTHER MOTIVATION FOR
RENORMALIZATION OF THE
INTERFEROMETER:
INFINITE-TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS

Consider inputting an infinite-temperature state, ρ =

1/2n , into the imperfect interferometer:

Define Vi := U † Ui V Ui† U , such that


1
Ftint = n Tr Wt† V2† Wt V1 .
2

(A2)

Consider inserting an identity operator 1 = V † V leftward
of the V2† :
i

h

1
Ftint = n Tr Wt† V † V V2† Wt V1 .
(A3)
2
 h
i



Since V V2† Wt = Wt V V2† + V V2† , Wt ,
Ftint =


h
i
1
Tr Wt† V † Wt V V2† V1
n
2
h
i 

1
+ n Tr Wt† V † V V2† , Wt V1 .
2

(A4)

We can motivate the renormalization scheme by approximating the first term as

h
i
1
† †
†
Tr
V
W
V
W
V
V
t
1
t
2
2n

 1


1
†
Tr
V
V
≈ n Tr Wt† V † Wt V
,
(A5)
1
2
2
2n
and approximating the second term as

h
i 
1
† †
†
Tr
W
V
V
V
,
W
V1 ≈ 0.
t
t
2
2n

(A6)

The first approximation is motivated by the fact that it
becomes exact as W → 1 or if [Wt , V ] ≈ 0. Hence the
approximation is expected to be good until roughly the
scrambling time.
The second approximation is motivated by the fact
that matrix elements of commutators—objects of the
form 21n Tr(A[B, C])—are generically small in chaotic,
and in perturbed integrable, systems. More precisely,
consider early times at which, by Trotter-expanding in
the perturbation strength ε, one can approximate Vi ≈
V + O(ε). The second term should be smaller than the
signal by at least a factor of ε.
At later times, approximating Vi ≈ V is no longer
possible. By typical matrix elements of commutators
are expected to be small due to chaos—inherent or arising from perturbed integrability. One can object that
† †
†
1
1
†
2n Tr(Wt V [Wt , V ]) and 2n Tr(V Wt [Wt , V ]) approach
∓1, respectively, at late times in a chaotic system. These
examples appear to violate expectations. This anomaly
arises, however, because the operators inside and outside
the commutator are finely attuned to each other. This
tuning is absent from the second term above.
Even away from infinite temperature, aspects of the
above discussion can be imitated. Consider feeding the
perturbed interferometer a general pure state |ψi:
Ftint = hψ|U1† W † U2 V † U2† W U1 V |ψi.

(A7)

Let |ψ̃i := U † U1 |ψi, such that
Ftint



1
= n Tr U1† W † U2 V † U2† W U1 V .
2

(A1)

Ftint = hψ̃|Wt† V2† Wt V1 |ψ̃i.

(A8)
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Repeating the infinite-temperature analysis suggests that
Ftint ≈ hψ̃|Wt† V † Wt V |ψ̃ihψ̃|V2† V1 |ψ̃i.
The second term is
hψ̃|V2† V1 |ψ̃i = Ftint (1, V ),

(A9)

the denominator in the renormalization scheme.
The first term has an appealing OTOC form, but |ψ̃i
has replaced |ψi. How are the states’ OTOCs related? In
a chaotic system, any thermalized state’s energy density
is expected to determine the state’s scrambling physics
in the thermodynamic limit. Hence we must ask (i) is |ψ̃i
a thermalized state and (ii) how does the energy density
of |ψ̃i differ from that of |ψi?
By
late
times—as
the
commutator-squared
|[W (t), V ]|2 grows appreciably—we expect |ψ̃i to
be thermalized with respect to Hamiltonian H. After
all, the state has evolved under H for a long (negative)
time.
Furthermore, we expect the state’s average energy to
be hψ̃|H|ψ̃i ≈ hψ|H1 |ψi. To see why, think of |ψ̃i as
arising from two evolutions. U1 governs the first evolution; and U † , the second. As U † evolves the system, the
expectation value of H is conserved:
hψ̃|H|ψ̃i = hψ|U1† HU1 |ψi.

(A10)

The Hamiltonian decomposes as H = H1 +(H −H1 ). The
U1 evolution generically conserves only the first term.
(Other conserved quantities can affect the analysis, but
we neglect this complication.) Suppose that the H1 evolution is chaotic. (Even when H is integrable, we expect
the typical perturbation not to be.) The expectation
value of H − H1 will decay with time. Hence
hψ̃|H|ψ̃i ≈ hψ|H1 |ψi.

These arguments provide some theoretical motivation
for the renormalization scheme. But the renormalized
numerics’ quality, up to the scrambling time, suggests to
us that more remains to be discovered about why the
scheme works.

(A11)

In the thermodynamic limit, the energy density should
control the scrambling dynamics, e.g., by setting the effective system temperature. Suppose that H1 differs from
H by a systematic deviation of order ε. The energy density of |ψ̃i should differ from the energy density of |ψi by
an amount of order ε. This result constitutes the worst
case. Suppose now that, as in the numerical examples
studied above, H1 differs from H by a random local deviation. The total
√ difference in energy is expected to be
proportional to n, instead √
of to n. The difference in
energy density is of order ε/ n, which vanishes in the
thermodynamic limit.
This analysis suggests that, even away from infinite
temperature, the renormalization scheme reproduces the
scrambling physics of a state whose energy density differs from that of |ψi by no more than ε. Furthermore,
if H1 − H and H2 − H are sums of random terms, the
effective energy density is not expected to differ from
the actual in the thermodynamic limit. In this case, the
renormalization scheme could reproduce the correct energy density’s ideal scrambling dynamics.
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